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Imagine the planet Mars five hundred years from now. Colonization and planet-wide
settlement completed, the Martians have fully developed their vast energy and mineral
resources to the point of exportable products. Trading among the Martian states is satu-
rated, and they are looking for off-planet revenue sources. Martians all speak the same lan-
guage and operate with a consistent set of standards, rules and regulations. With new
super-fast interplanetary telecommunications and transporters, the Martians are prepar-
ing to market their products to the planet Earth as if it were next door.

This analogy may sound extreme, but the Martian challenge is not unlike that of a US
company preparing to start marketing in the countries and cultures of Europe. It can be
simple or complex, a maze of technicalities or another job to be done. Getting to know the
territory is all-important, as we see in selected comments and advice for US companies
provided by European firms. The complete collection of comments is available at
www.multilingual.com/europeanadvice 

In this supplement we present articles that touch on some of the issues dealing with
entering the markets of Europe. We have made an effort to balance the problem landscape
with solution pathways for those who are committed to making the effort.

Bill Dunlap introduces some of the demographic statistics of Europe, providing
strong reasons for a company to consider taking its products there. He then outlines other
key points to be considered once that decision is made. What part of Europe will be tar-
geted? How and where will the product be distributed? How will the European customer
be served by the company’s Web site? How will e-mail, payment and delivery be handled
in different locales? 

We see some wireless technology in the United States, but it is much more common else-
where. Companies considering going to Europe need to address this technology, its use and
how it affects software markets. Hans-Günther Höser describes some of the issues involved in
internationalizing and localizing wireless applications for Europe.

The legal aspects of entering the European markets can be daunting. Theresa C.
Swinehart describes some of the legal issues involved with Web site content, advertising,
data protection, privacy and cybercrime. Her anecdotal examples and cited resources
provide good navigational aid for solutions to this potentially precarious passage.

The aim of this supplement is to provide you with a starting point and with questions
to ask. The agencies and companies in our Resources list will link you to a planet’s worth
of further solid information.

Bon voyage! – Jerry Luther, Research Director

BILL DUNLAP is CEO of Global Reach, a company which specializes in building
traffic to multilingual Web sites for increased visibility and international sales. He
can be reached at bill@global-reach.biz
HANS-GÜNTHER HÖSER is managing director of the localization firm WH&P.
He can be reached at gunther.hoser@whp.fr
THERESA C. SWINEHART is counsel for international legal affairs for the
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN). This article
is written in her personal capacity and does not reflect the views or position
of ICANN. She can be reached at swinehart@icann.org

Dunlap Swinehart
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Are you wanting to target European
customers but do not have experience in sell-
ing abroad? Here are some ideas that can
assist you in building an international mar-
keting campaign.

This article will look at the basic ques-
tions to launch a sales campaign in
Europe and what to do to your
Web site to make it useful in
attracting European sales leads; to
examine the infrastructure that
you will need to implement; and
to help you make a decision about
whether to expand in which coun-
try markets and when.

Why EurWhy Europe?ope?

Out of all the major world
trading blocks, Europe is the
largest one. In fact, European
markets are rich markets, with a
combined gross domestic product
(GDP) of one trillion dollars
more than the GDP of the United
States and with a population near-
ly double that of the United
States. As Eastern European coun-
tries come into phase with
Western Europe, the entire
European economy should tend
towards a combined GDP level
50% more than the US economy.

There is sound reason to target
European markets on-line. Market research
company IDC (www.idc.com/getdoc.jhtml?
containerId=ebt20020103) published fig-
ures recently indicating that the number of

people using the Internet in Western
Europe has surpassed those on-line in the
United States.

The whopping 86% compound annual
growth rate of Western Europe’s e-commerce
revenue between 2000 and 2005 represents the
synergies of a large population of Internet users
and the advent of the euro currency. The euro’s
arrival means individuals and businesses in

participating European countries will no
longer have to be concerned with currency
conversion. The combination of the euro and
the Internet should make the process of buying
goods on-line almost as transparent as it is
within the United States.

DirDirect or Indirect or Indirect?ect?

The first major question to ask is
whether you want to appoint distributors in
each country (or language zone) or to use a
Web site to approach final customers directly.
There are pros and cons to both approaches.

For some products and services that are
heavy in after-sales support, it is valuable to

have a local distributor in each targeted coun-
try. This will usually cost $5,000 to $10,000
per language zone to examine all the possibil-
ities, qualify them (usually in person) and
decide on your distributor network. Then you
should expect to discount your retail prices

30% to 45% when you sell
through these distributors.
Some hands-on training
will be required, but distrib-
utors are generally self-suffi-
cient after a basic training. If
this path attracts you, you
can find lists of internation-
al marketing consultants on
Yahoo! and find one you
want to work with.

On the other hand,
you can use your Web site
to attract customers and
sell directly to them,
retaining the 30% to 45%
you would lose to a distrib-
utor. The downside, of
course, is that you are
responsible for sales, pay-
ments and after-sales sup-
port — and responsible for
each of these tasks in each
language of the target mar-
kets (not in English).
Much of this can be out-
sourced. If this path

attracts you, instead of appointing distribu-
tors, read on. This article outlines all the
details about using your company’s Web
site to expand internationally.

WherWhere to Te to Tararget get 
YYour Marketingour Marketing

Europe is composed of several dozen
countries and languages, and you will need to
tailor your approach to each country individ-
ually. Actually, you can start by combining
countries that speak the same language. For
instance, German-speaking Europe is made
up of Germany, Switzerland and Austria.
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Percentage of
world totals

Internet users   

E-commerce
revenues 

United States   

29.2%      

43.7%

Europe

29.8%

25.7%

http://global-reach.biz/globstats



Let us assume that you are starting from
scratch, without much more than the one-off
sale to a European customer. You first need to
analyze which countries are sufficiently on-
line to attract customers. Top priority in
Europe goes to German-speakers (39 million
on-line), French-speakers (22 million) and
Italians (20 million). If you want to include
all Hispanics worldwide into your target
markets, there are 41 million Spanish-speak-
ers (although they are not as affluent as
speakers of German, French or Italian). The
most recent figures are available at www
.global-reach.biz/globstats.

PrPreparepare Ye Your Wour Web Siteeb Site

While it is not necessary to translate
your entire Web site into a number of lan-
guages, you must translate at least the most
important pages. The issue is not at all
whether people read English or not. The real
issue is that you want to get their attention so
that they will spend some time on your Web
site, and you have to go out and get them
interested in their own language, not in
English. Willy Brandt, the former German
chancellor, put it this way: “If I’m selling to
you, I speak your language. If I’m buying,
dann müssen Sie Deutsch sprechen [then you
must speak German].”

When you start translating your Web
site, you do not have to translate every page
from day one. You can “fold in” languages
over time so that you start with, say, two
languages and gradually develop them in
your Web site, while planting the seeds in
other languages. You can work with a con-
tent provider who writes these pages, and

each language section of your Web site will
start taking on a life of its own, as well as
the characteristics (even visual) of that cul-
ture. Hence, there is no reason for shrink-
ing away from localizing your Web site
because it costs too much. Instead, do part
of it at a time and increase the marketing
efforts on the language sections that you
feel most confident with and see their
results in your sales. This is where your first
overseas sales will probably start: where
you have invested the necessary work to
make your Web site credible in that coun-
try. As in the off-line world, a business
needs to be credible before customers start
spending money there.

Communication by E-mailCommunication by E-mail

How do you deal with direct inquiries
by e-mail when your prospects come to
your Web site in other languages? After all,
English is not written well by most poten-
tial overseas on-line customers, and your
Web site should never give the impression
that they cannot write to your company in
their own languages. If you only expect
occasional foreign language inquiries, you
can use the free on-line translation at
http://babel.altavista.com/translate.dyn or
www.alis.com. The resulting text isn’t per-
fect, but you can understand what is being
asked, and you can respond easily.

Once you start getting more e-mails in
other languages, you might consider pur-
chasing an automatic translator software
such as SYSTRAN. For more accurate e-mail
translations, seek out a good e-mail transla-
tion service. They are not too expensive.

VVirir tual Overseas Oftual Overseas Of ficesfices

When you sell internationally, it is best to
give the customers the choice of how they want
to contact you. Besides e-mail, which is not so
widespread outside the United States and
Canada, there are other basic means to attract
more prospects and customers. A local phone
and fax number in the countries that you tar-
get can be useful for prospects and customers
contacting you, and it is not as expensive as you
think. There is a lot to be said for the concept
of “virtual offices” abroad, whereby your com-
pany has a phone number in important cities
that doubles as a voicemail/fax contact point
local to the prospect/customer.

Payment and DeliverPayment and Deliveryy
MechanismsMechanisms

Once the prospect is convinced to
place an order, several mechanisms exist
for payment. For all amounts over $10, it is
simply necessary to take a credit card
number, either by e-mail by a secure form
on your Web site, by fax or over the phone.
If you are not set up to accept credit cards,
PayPal (www.paypal.com) can provide this
service at a reasonable charge. Be sure to
have your bank references handy if the
amount is over, say, $800, in which case a
wire transfer is more appropriate. Travelex
(www.travelex.com) and Custom House
(www.customhouse.com) both offer an
international on-line payment service.

International delivery is probably the
most difficult problem to tackle for most
products, as it needs to be reasonable in
both price and delivery time. International
delivery is too expensive to consider top
services such as Federal Express, UPS,
DHL and so on. You need to research this
area well for your city and analyze what
options exist. These vary from city to city,
and there is no general solution. It all
depends on the size, weight and target
markets (which countries) for your prod-
uct. Services and software do not present
this difficulty, of course.

After-sales support needs to take place
in each local language — the exception
being technical products, where English
has become a de facto language. Ireland
and Holland are good sources of call cen-
ters both for e-mail and for phone-call
inquiries. You can outsource after-sales
support to a call center and train the peo-
ple who will be responsible for supporting
your products.

Once all the elements are in place for
sales, fulfillment and support, it is time 
to launch a marketing campaign for your
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multilingual Web site. You will need to
actively promote it in the countries speaking
the languages of your site just as much as you
actively promote your Web site in English.

Here are several basic steps to attract
visitors to your site.

Submit your site to country-specific
indexes, directories and search engines.

Optimize the site for foreign search
terms in search engines in other countries.

Issue press releases and sponsor country-
specific newsletters and forums. Participation
in newsletters and forums helps, too.

Build strategic links on synergistic Web
sites. Use direct e-mail and banner advertising.

Of course, each action must take place
in the language of each country market, just
as if you were a local business in that coun-
try. After all, you will be competing with
companies already well established in each
country, so you have to look as local as pos-
sible. The promotion of your Web site in
each targeted country is perhaps the very
most important part of your on-line mar-
keting efforts. You have to work at getting
traffic, and Web promotion is as language-
specific as preparing your offering into
translated form in the first place. If there
are not many people who visit your Web
site from other countries, your translations
are not of much value. But Web promotion
is a large subject unto itself, which should
be dealt with in a separate article.

Language IssuesLanguage Issues
on a Won a Web Siteeb Site

At first, you will most likely imple-
ment straight translations into your Web
site. As the complexity grows, with more
pages and more languages, you might con-
sider using software to manage the multi-
lingual content. Otherwise, it can be a
nightmare to keep up with all the changes
on a site in one language and make sure
they are translated and integrated into the
site. This is for larger sites, since the soft-
ware typically costs $50,000 to $150,000.
Leading vendors in this area are Idiom,
SDL and UniSite Software.

The ResultsThe Results

We have discussed various issues that
you should address as you internationalize
your business. Implementing many of these
issues is not an overnight process: it can take
years. But it is worth the effort. If you address
the European markets successfully, they
should bring in as many sales as your North
American markets. And more than Asia and
Latin America combined. ΩΩ
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Locasoft GmbH
Theaterplatz 1, D-53177 Bonn, Germany
49-228-3867084 • Fax: 49-228-3867135 
info@locasoft.com • www.locasoft.com

Locasoft
Your German Partner

We provide all services related to software
and technical documentation translation and
localization. Our network of in-house and 
external translators and proofreaders, as well as
partners for DTP, graphics, sound, testing, and
engineering, can handle large volumes within a
reasonable timeframe. The use of sophisticated
translation tools (for example, TRADOS
Workbench or PASSOLO) ensures high quality.
Quality assurance is guaranteed according to 
DIN 2345. We also offer multilingual services
through proven partners in foreign countries. Celer Pawlowsky 

Llull, 102, E-08005 Barcelona, Spain
34-93-486-42-80 • Fax: 34-93-300-00-40

info@celerpawlowsky.com
www.celerpawlowsky.com

If your company is up to juggling with all the
languages in your markets, you don’t need us. If 
it isn’t, you do.

With a track record of over 35 years serving up 
professionally executed translations, we have the 
technology and the talent to do it all for you as your
European translation hub, your outsourcing solution:
software localization, Web sites, multimedia
products, multilingual documentation, and publishing
options galore.

How to Dodge the
Multilanguage Gridlock

WH&P
Espace Beethoven BP 102

06140 Sophia Antipolis, France
33-493-004-030 • Fax: 33-493-004-030

info@whp.fr • www.whp.net or www.whp.fr

Why Should You
Work With WH&P?

Our network of dedicated localization experts is
used to tight deadlines, high-end technology and 
top quality…you have read that before. 

Well, we do it consistently: WH&P has been
benchmarked “Best Localization Company”
for the second time in 3 years! 

Based in Sophia Antipolis, France, WH&P is
located in the heart of Europe. Since 1994, we
have provided turnkey localization services to
Fortune 500 corporations.

We help them to enter the complex and very
demanding European market smoothly – and to
stay on top.

HighTech Passport, Ltd.
1590 Oakland Road, Suite B202, San Jose, CA 95131

408-453-6303 • Fax: 408-453-9434
localize@htpassport.com • www.htpassport.com

Europe @ Your Doorstep
A Silicon Valley company with strong ties in

Europe, HighTech Passport ideally combines local
presence with in-depth knowledge of the European
culture, market and language diversity.

During ten years of localization into 23 European
languages, HighTech Passport’s superior linguistic 
quality and engineering have been consistently 
recognized through consecutive localized versions 
of leading products.

• Consulting
• Internationalization 
• Localization of software, help, on-line/printed

documentation, Web content
• Multilingual DTP 
• Linguistic/functional testing



Europe Is Not a Country
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Entering a Czech market you should take into
account two main issues: the demanding Czech reader of your

materials and technical expertise regarding special characters
with accents for Central European (CE) langauges. There is a
long-term elaborated experience with technical translations in
our country and only skilled translators and localizers are able
to meet the high-quality requirements for final product. DTP
should take care of special CE characters properly.Too often we
see WWW pages, manuals or materials prepared abroad which
are not readable because some accented characters are cor-

rupted or even missing.—Hieronymus (www.hiero.cz)

In Italy, you may need many marketing
efforts if you need to advertise the product you localize.

Customers expect a high-medium-high customer sup-
port, at least via Web, telephone and e-mail. Italian cus-
tomers are not very confident with on-line buying yet.

—italiaware (www.italiaware.net)

The Saarland, at the doorway to
France and not far from Luxembourg, Belgium

and The Netherlands, is ideally positioned for
international companies seeking to establish a
European branch. It is common for people here to
speak at least one foreign language, and it has
access to French natives in Alsace/Lorraine. Its
legacy industry of coal and steel prompted the
government to install one of the best systems of
business incentives in Germany.—Welocalize

Europe (www.welocalize.de)

Switzerland is technically more sophisticated
than other continental European countries in terms of tech-

nology used, infrastructure and service levels. The market is
made up primarily of large corporate translation services or
companies that are the sole providers of translation services
to large global players. For this reason, localization is a busi-
ness-critical activity, and expectations for customer support

levels are very high.—Acceletra AG (www.acceletra.com)

Perception of marketing materials is 
significantly different in Poland and in other Central

and Eastern European countries than in Western
Europe or America. Our suggestion would be to put
more accent on straight information about product fea-
tures, its basic usage and advantages, than mainly on
brand name recognition. This can mean not only local-
ization and stylistic changes to marketing materials,
but also extending it or supplementing with more

direct information.—LOMAC (www.lomac.net)

Europe, which has more than 700 million inhabitants, represents a huge 
market opportunity that’s getting bigger thanks to technology. According to
eMarketer, approximately 255 million Europeans will be on-line by 2004. Companies
that want to do business here must remember that Europe is a heterogeneous mar-
ket of 43 countries, with different cultures, laws, languages and economies. Fifteen
European countries currently belong to the European Union (EU) with another 10
expected to join by 2004. Although the EU is bringing some harmony to economics
and regulations, companies still need to understand that Europe is not a country.

—Bowne Global Solutions (www.bowneglobal.com)

France: Providing help or a user manual in
French is absolutely necessary if you wish to get maximum

impact. A lack of French documentation will mean your soft-
ware or product will lose points in the benchmark tests of
many French computer magazines, even if it is a technology
marvel.—Anthea Languages (www.anthealanguages.com)

From Denmark: What we all too often see here in Europe is
products coming from the United States which — credit where credit is due

— have their support documentation translated and the user interface localized,
but quite obviously not by anyone living here. No one can deny there are plenty
of highly professional native translators living and working in the States, but do
they know what the latest thinking, idioms and cultural flavors are in their home

countries?—EuroSource Translations Ltd. (www.euro-source.net)

German customers tend to be very loyal
to their products and service providers and usually

require a great deal of convincing before making any
changes. Since Germans rely heavily on client refer-
ences when making decisions, each new customer
brings the potential for many more.—Document

Service Center (www.dsc-translation.com)

Slovakia: The most valued marketing effort is personal
contact. Customers in Slovakia expect the same standard of customer

support as is usual in Western Europe. A typical mistake of companies
entering Slovakia is persisting with foreign conventions such as recruit-
ment policies, pricing and advertising according to western standards.
Although it is not always evident, the truth is that people in Slovakia are
very well educated, flexible and responsible and they have deep tech-

nical knowledge.—exe spol. s.r.o. (www.exe.sk)

This region is full of different
languages and identities.
Some languages, such as

Danish, are spoken in just one
country. Some countries, such as

Switzerland, have a myriad of
languages. Some languages

are spoken in several countries: German
is spoken in Germany, Switzerland,

Austria, France, Italy, Liechtenstein,
Romania.—ROS Multimedia
(http://translation.rosmultimedia.com)

Germany: We notice a certain “over-local-
ization” in some domains, in particular the Internet, of

computer hardware-specific software and manuals. In most
publications, English terms are used, and most Germans
use these terms in their communication. Germanized trans-
lations often look unprofessional and are hardly understood.
But this doesn’t mean that translation/localization is not
needed. Even shareware only has a chance if it’s local-

ized.—Locasoft GmbH (www.locasoft.com)

For anyone seeking
to start localization projects in the

countries which have emerged
from the republics of the former
Yugoslavia, Slovenia is the best
place to start. It is by far the most
developed of the five countries, and
businesses here have an in-depth
understanding and firsthand expe-
rience of the way business is done
in the Balkans.—Amidas d.o.o.

(www.amidas.si)

Northwestern Europe: On the legal side, there are major dif-
ferences in the legal systems of the respective countries, in the way con-

tracts are negotiated and executed. Customer support: most customers
want local support in their own languages (although most parties have an
understanding of English). Typical mistakes: the decision-making process is
very much based on consensus and is therefore very slow compared to the
United States. Don’t expect short sales cycles. Also, US-based companies
often don’t have a clear (and trustworthy) concept for partnering across the
ocean. As for unique qualities, people are very language aware and don’t have
to be convinced about the importance of localization and globalization.—

Knowledge Concepts BV (www.knowledge-concepts.com)

The Netherlands: Mistakes made are
misjudging the consensus management style that is

expected. Without consensus on most issues, manage-
ment is doomed to fail. The Dutch are mostly sober in
their company culture. Do not be offended if you are
received in a manner that can be called “austere” in
other countries. The country is very crowded, and traffic
is extremely dense. When choosing a location, this has

to be taken into account.—L&L (www.LandL.com)

France: Cultural differences are to be
ignored at your peril. It’s a case of the Old World vs. the

New. A handshake in no way seals a contract. In fact, the
French love written contracts and expect them when doing
business. Even the lowliest employee must have a contract
spelling out his or her status, hours, duties and duration of
employment. Not to have a contract with your employee is
to have a tacit one that is every bit as powerful in the eyes

of the law.—Eurotexte (www.eurotext.com)



Several recent business reports on the
wireless market by IDC, Allied Business,
Sapient and others forecast revenues in excess
of $100 billion over the next three years, more
than half of which is for Europe alone.
Although even more audacious projections can
be found, these figures sound reasonable, pro-
vided you concede that within the next few
years wired communications will gradually be
replaced by wireless communications, as soon
as outstanding issues such as frequency attribu-
tion and transmission security are dealt with.

Wireless data transfer can be seen as a
cogent extension of the Internet. In the last five
years, the Internet has largely contributed
to making human communication and
interaction faster, more mobile and more
global. Consequently, the idea that wire-
less communication may well replace
wired communication in many areas
would seem to be acceptable.

Wireless technology is still emerg-
ing. Like any new technology built on
real demand, it offers exciting chal-
lenges to all of the actors involved. The
initial experience of those who have
participated in localizing wireless
applications these last two years has
established some basic guidelines that
will help to avoid past mistakes and to
plan and work more efficiently in
terms of time and budget.

First let us draw the picture. The term
wireless applications covers i-phones, interactive
TV, music, games, m-commerce and e-pro-
curement. Wireless hardware covers a vast range
of uses, including mobile phones, PDAs, wire-
less networks, plus a wide variety of accessories.
Each domain will come with additional
branches, specifications and, in many instances,
different standards. In order for this article to
provide useful information for industrial actors
such as project managers, developers, technical
writers and localizers, I will confine the exam-
ples described to handheld devices, with some
sidelinks on related products.

The localization of wireless applications
implies all the usual facets of localization, but
here they are far more accentuated, and some
of the issues that arise are new. There are three

main differences that will cascade to further
particularities: first, wireless technology is
very recent; second, mobile communication
devices are small; and third, the wireless mar-
ket potential is huge.

New TNew Technologyechnology

The current state of wireless technology
is similar in many ways to the early stages of
any other emerging IT industry of the past,
such as PCs in the 1960s and 1970s, network-
ing in the late 1970s, or the Internet and
mobile phones in the 1990s.

The first similarity is that there are lots of
new actors. Some are rather small and new to the
international market, which is why they are not
yet familiar with the conditions inherent in
industrial production. As far as localization is
concerned, many of them have no experience of
internationalization and are oblivious to the
most basic localization requirements.

The second similarity concerns the
emergence of new methods, programming lan-
guages and development tools, some of which
eventually evolve into standards. Certain
widely used standards (KVM, WAP/WML)
already reveal serious limitations, thereby
reducing their potential lifecycle.

Since wireless technology is still in the
initial dynamic development phase, imple-
menting technical innovations as quickly as
possible and making constant improvements

are vital factors. Indeed, this technology evolves
at such a pace that products are constantly
threatened with being obsolete before they even
hit the market.

These ongoing changes require a high
degree of flexibility on behalf of all the actors
involved. Many of the numerous emerging
standards are still competing over economic,
geographic and cultural issues. Manufacturers
and developers will nonetheless have to com-
ply with certain standards if they want to
successfully market their products. This
implies keeping a watchful eye on technolog-
ical, economic and political events, better

anticipating major changes and
adapting quickly when necessary.

A third similarity with previ-
ous technological breakthroughs,
but one that is even more pro-
nounced in the wireless world, is
the fact that development cycles
have become extremely short. In
extreme situations, the clear dis-
tinction between the development
and production cycles will vanish,
whereby both will overlap or even
run in parallel.

Since everyone is delayed at all
stages of the development-production
process, the pressure on the last actor
in the production chain — the localiz-

er — is proportionally accentuated. Add to this
the large number of third-party suppliers
spread throughout the world, and you get a
rather complex situation for all involved.
Technical writers who are already working
almost in parallel to development are constant-
ly forced to revise their work, while half-tested
software that doesn’t match the on-line or
printed documentation — or even the hard-
ware — will be released for localization.

Mobile DevicesMobile Devices

Wireless devices are designed for mobile
end users. However, mobile users do not neces-
sarily buy their PDAs to use them in the traffic
jam on the way to the office or while walking
down the street. Mobile people simply want to
be free to use their devices wherever they are.
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The headache already suffered by lap-
top manufacturers and application editors
facing multiple national and regional stan-
dards is simply amplified with wireless
products. The reasons are not only the
numerous competing wireless device and
communication standards, the wide variety
of development standards or the economic
and sometimes political battles going on:
with wireless products, manufacturers enter
into some highly sensitive areas such as
national security and military interests.
Radio transmission in general, the attribu-
tion and use of frequencies, certain commu-
nication protocols and the encryption
required for wireless transmission in partic-
ular still represent disputed terrain.
Consequently, local or regional (EEC,
EFTA) legislation and regulations will need
to be taken into account.

While the prospect of global worldwide
hardware and software standards for wireless
products sounds unrealistic, major manufac-
turers of wireless products more or less volun-
tarily restrict their markets to the more easily
accessible geographic and economic areas of
North America, Europe and the Pacific Rim.
This is not just because of the difficulties
encountered faced with local standards or
even restrictions. This situation is also due to a
lack of infrastructure needed for efficient
wireless transmission in the rest of the world,
together with the fact that telecommunication
companies are obviously not overzealous to
invest in these regions.

For once, Europe may even get a head start
with this new technology. Experts foresee the
European market being open to mobile data
transfer, partly due to the domination of
European telecommunication companies over

the Internet players. The situation is reversed in
North America, due to a comparatively poor
infrastructure on the one hand, and the domi-
nation of Internet players over telecom opera-
tors on the other hand.

Small DevicesSmall Devices

Wireless products, more than traditional
wired IT products, are expected to appeal to a
large public of non-professional end users. This
raises new challenges for developers and localiz-
ers: how to provide user-friendly access to new
technology with a dramatically reduced screen
and storage space.

The comparatively small size of wireless
devices, with small screens and restricted
storage space, forces manufacturers to
redesign their development specifications
and processes completely. Applications have
to be as light as possible — a real revolution
compared to the ever-growing applications
of recent years that take advantage of seem-
ingly endless traditional computer resources.

Wireless applications are mostly developed
using light development languages such as Java,
XML or derived languages. Proprietary file for-
mats, although easier for developers, must be
avoided, and software must be Unicode-
enabled. If improperly internationalized, with
text embedded in code, the software may be dif-
ficult to localize. XML-based on-line help with
embedded HTML, JavaScript or other objects
containing localizable text will not always be
properly recognized by localization tools, and
code may even be broken or wrongly converted.

Among the traditional internationaliza-
tion/localization issues amplified by wireless
applications, the problem of space probably rep-
resents the biggest concern.While native English
developers and technical writers frequently
underestimate the space required by other lan-
guages to express the same thing, the tiny
screens on wireless devices often make localiza-
tion extremely difficult. To avoid truncated or
off-screen text, or to fit options and menu items
into such a small space, reformulations and
abbreviations are frequently necessary. If all else
fails, icons may even be used instead of text.

Huge Market PotentialHuge Market Potential

The enormous technological and finan-
cial prospects in the wireless market have
attracted many existing and new IT industry
players. Major IT companies have also started
to take a keen interest in the wireless busi-
ness, and, naturally, everyone is out to get the
biggest share.

Given the vast potential of the European
wireless market, the reasonable number of con-
straints due to limited required standards, not to
mention the excellent infrastructure, high living
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standards and purchasing power of European
users, many manufacturers will undoubtedly set
their sights on this market.

The good news for localization service
providers (LSPs) is the increased demand for
localized applications and content on the
European market. Besides the fact that localiza-
tion is a legal obligation for consumer goods
marketed in Europe, most non-English-speak-
ing consumers would have an insufficient com-
mand of the language to use their devices for
more sophisticated applications.

The bad news is the relatively small rev-
enue that LSPs can expect from this market.
The current volume-based returns enjoyed
by LSPs are simply not attainable from the
highly challenging, low-volume projects
associated with wireless devices or applica-
tions. When localizing these notoriously
unfinished products, which often involves
enduring inexperienced players under great
pressure and correcting frequent errors that
escaped earlier tests, localization companies
will have to find a new way to do business
without losing money.

AAvoiding Drawbacksvoiding Drawbacks

The localization of wireless applica-
tions or documentation for wireless devices
is clearly rather particular. This extremely
fast-moving market, together with the need
to cooperate with a number of third-party
suppliers, entails serious issues such as con-
sistency, coordination and timing. The
large amount of changes, sometimes
involving complete revisions during the
late development stages — or even during
the localization process — leads to unpre-
dictable schedules. And despite all of this,
the product release date can’t be changed.

Developers should at least consult basic
localization specifications and recommenda-
tions such as the LISA primer for localization of
mobile devices, written by Shailendra Musale
(www.lisa.org). All actors involved should
always plan, develop or write with localization
in mind.

To test the product’s aptitude for the
European market, a pseudo-translation into
German or Finnish — or even a localized
prototype of the user interface in these two
languages, which have the longest words and
the highest text expansion — will avoid serious
issues at later stages such as repeated testing,
delays and budget overruns. Thorough testing
during development also avoids wasted time
and money at a later stage.

A close collaboration with localization
consultants or your chosen localization vendor
at a very early stage in the product development
process will help to avoid many serious last-
minute issues. ΩΩ
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On 22 April 2002, the World Trade
Organization (WTO) held a seminar under
the auspices of its Committee on Trade and
Development to discuss input for the commit-
tee’s consideration of electronic commerce as
part of the overall WTO Work Programme
(www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/devel_e/sem05
_e/sem05_prog_e.htm). The fact that there
was such a seminar or that the WTO is looking
at the impact of electronic commerce as part
of its work program is no surprise, nor is it at
all inappropriate. A few years ago, the term e-
commerce was what, for example, e-govern-
ment or m-commerce is today: a trendy term
— a catchy fad — a reality.

The dot-com era, an adventure that once
appeared to have no end, caused awareness of
an emerging trend of companies conducting
some form of business on-line, whether to
fulfill consumer demands or to simplify inter-
nal operations. While dot-coms tended to
challenge traditional business models, con-
ducting business on-line also challenges the
legal and regulatory frameworks in which
they are developing.

This article seeks to provide an overview
of key existing and emerging issues that are
part of the e-commerce legal framework faced
by companies seeking to establish a presence in
the European Union (EU).

Many companies today are cutting back on
“unnecessary expenditures,” meaning those that
do not have an immediate benefit to the “bot-
tom line.” This is understandable and, of course,
necessary. However, for a company’s operations
to be successful, caution must be exercised to
keep the resources that are necessary to ensure

that emerging legal and regulatory frameworks
are not compromised.

E-commerce in Europe has been described
as indirect and direct. The methods of conduct-
ing commercial activities are changing, and 
e-commerce has done that. For example, con-
sumers wish to purchase items on-line, expect
a bank to make banking on-line possible and
demand information be readily available (in
various forms of quality) at their fingertips.
Parallel to this come layers of gray areas in the
legal and regulatory frameworks, or merely
how to apply existing laws on-line.

This is one of the more arduous challenges
for businesses seeking to operate in today’s envi-
ronment and, relevant to this article, seeking to
operate in Europe. While the EU seeks to unify
laws on an EU level, national laws continue to be
unharmonized. They reflect distinct cultural,
societal and essential economic differences.
These characteristics are embedded in histo-
ry, yet susceptible to the emerging economic
environment. With demands to compete in
the global marketplace, the EU is a unique

marketplace to operate in. Matters are only
complicated on the higher level by the poli-
tics surrounding the EU’s enlargement,
whereby additional countries join the Union.

General PrGeneral Presence in Euresence in Europe ope 
Because the Internet recognizes no geo-

graphic boundaries, businesses seeking to estab-
lish themselves in Europe face some unusual
challenges, whether providing a service or con-
ducting business in the most economical way
possible while meeting the demands of their
customers. Entering the marketplace in Europe
as a global company is challenging because of
differing labor and other laws for operating a
company and also because the EU and member
states have established and are continuing to
establish legal and regulatory frameworks that
impact any form of on-line related business.

A company’s presence in Europe usually
means it has a subsidiary in one of the EU
member states. The European Electronic
Commerce Directive, adopted in 2000, seeks
to establish specific harmonized rules to
ensure that businesses and citizens can supply
and receive Information Society services
through the EU. The Directive includes defi-
nitions, such as where operators are estab-
lished, transparency obligations for operators,
transparency requirements for commercial
communications, conclusion and validity of
electronic contracts, liability of Internet inter-
mediaries, on-line dispute settlement and the
role of national authorities.

Rules on jurisdiction, including govern-
ing contracts, are also contained in the Hague
Convention and other pieces of legislation,
many of which are under revision.

Content ContrContent Control andol and
ResponsibilitiesResponsibilities

Issues that are emerging in Europe
surrounding content are complex and
require attention.

Illegal and harmful content. Since 1996,
the EU has sought to fight illegal and harmful
content on the Internet. The main concern by
the Europeans is the use of potentially illegal
or harmful content that could be used for
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criminal activities. However, a wide variety of
types of content is impacted, with their possi-
ble misuses covered by differing legal regimes
at the national and regional level with regard
to, for example, national security matters, the
protection of minors, the protection of human
dignity, economic security, information secu-
rity, protection of reputation and intellectual
property. While recognizing the need to bal-
ance free information flow and the protection
of public interest, the legal framework
addressing illegal or harmful content can be
daunting. And, unlike in the United States,
much of this content is not protected under
the equivalent of the First Amendment.

The EU has set out a Safer Internet Action
Plan (www.europa.eu.int/information_society/
programmes/iap/index_en.htm). Part of the
basis for the Action Plan was the European
legislation on illegal and harmful content, and
the plan outlined programs and efforts
intended to ensure a safer Internet through-
out Europe. This plan, initially scheduled for
two years, was recently extended to 2004
(www.saferinternet.org/). Under the extension,
the plan will extend to mobile and broadband,
peer-to-peer file transfers and all forms of on-
line real-time communications (http://europa
.eu.int/information_society/programmes/iap/
programmes/followup/index_en.htm). Part of
the plan includes content rating, filtering and
other programs that seek to control consumers’
access to content.

The manner in which the Internet func-
tions and the differing legislation in jurisdic-
tions have caused challenges to these efforts. In
November 2000, the French sought to order
Yahoo! to stop people in France from accessing
Yahoo! Web sites selling World War II Nazi
memorabilia because it incited racial hatred.
The case, brought by the French League
Against Racism and Anti-Semitism and the
Union of Jewish Students, was watched care-
fully because it exemplified the challenges of
applying national laws to a global medium. In
November 2001, a US federal judge deter-
mined that Yahoo! was not bound by French
laws governing Internet content existing on
sites hosted in the United States.

In April 2002, AltaVista Co., following
threats of legal action by the Deutsche Bahn AG
(German national railway), decided to remove
from its search engine links to a Web site with
articles on how to sabotage a railway system.
The site, containing articles from a left-wing
extremist organization in Germany, would be
protected in the United States under the First
Amendment. However, because the company
has a subsidiary in Germany, if Deutsche Bahn
pursues the action, it will do so in Germany,
under German law.

In many situations a company may win a
case, but at enormous expense. Yes, it is an

important investment — it is important to be
aware of existing laws and put forward resources
to establish clarity in areas where legal or regula-
tory frameworks are being defined. It will take
several more cases such as the Yahoo! case to
cause realization that perhaps consumers as well
as companies should be obliged to adhere to
national laws, with consumers ultimately
responsible if they choose to access content that
is illegal in their jurisdiction.

Advertising. All companies choose to
advertise, to promote their businesses. On-line
advertising must account for the laws of the
targeted jurisdiction, including consumer pro-
tection laws. Some jurisdictions allow for
advertising of any matters; others have limits
and do not allow for certain types of advertis-
ing. Therefore, conducting an illegal kind of
advertising, when jurisdiction can be estab-
lished, can create problems. For example, in
Germany, lifetime guarantees are not allowed. In
Greece, advertising toys to children is banned
between certain hours of the day. In France, the
advertising of alcohol on TV is restricted. If it
is illegal to advertise on one medium of com-
munication, such as television, it should be
assumed that efforts may exist to apply the
same law to the on-line medium.

In 1999, a Lands’ End newspaper adver-
tisement announcing the company’s money-
back guarantee was deemed illegal in Germany.
Stringent German consumer-protection laws
determined that the company’s guarantee,
something for which it is known, amounted to a
gift to consumers.

While traditional consumer protection
laws exist, their true challenge will come from

the constant barrage of advertising on the
Internet where there are no boundaries and
companies can offer special deals and 24-hour
service, something unusual in countries where
consumer-protection laws still mandate the
opening hours of shops.

Inconsistencies in marketing laws do
not facilitate the single European market, and
clearly work will exist in this area over the
coming years. (See www.epma.org/)

A dimension of privacy legislation also
comes into play in the form of e-mail advertis-
ing and of mailings. Unsolicited communica-
tions have received much attention in Europe, as
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elsewhere, and have created two areas to consid-
er. First, has the consumer affirmatively opted to
receive the information? Second, has the com-
pany provided specific guarantees not to abuse
the information or use it for other purposes, as
required under European privacy laws? 

Data Protection and Privacy. The Euro-
pean Directive on the protection of individu-
als with regard to the processing of personal
data and on the free movement of such data,
adopted in 1995, is one of the most challeng-
ing pieces of legislation for companies to deal
with. It impacts the collection, use and trans-
mission of personally identifiable data. If the
data is transmitted to a third country, for
example, from an EU member-state country

to the United States or elsewhere, this country
must fulfill the requirements of the EC to be a
recognized third country, or fulfill safe-harbor
requirements as is the case for the United
States (http://europa.eu.int/comm/internal
_market/en/media/dataprot/law/index.htm).
The Directive applies to “any operation or set
of operations which is performed upon per-
sonal data,” which includes collection, stor-
age or disclosure of personal data. When
implemented, data protection laws provide
rights for individuals such as the right to
receive certain information whenever data
are collected, the right to access to data, the
right to have data corrected and the right to
object to certain types of data processing.

The proper management of processing data
includes obligations to use the personal data
for specified, explicit and legitimate purpos-
es; to provide security of the data; and to
follow specific rules for the transfer of data
to third countries outside the EU. As a
result, companies must ensure they handle
all personally identifiable data, whether cus-
tomer or employee, appropriately.

Additionally, data pertaining to cus-
tomer service, including both information
held locally and that maintained outside the
EU, are equally accountable to EU and
national data protection laws. This includes
the retention of data, recently an issue of con-
troversy in the new EU telecommunications
regulatory package. Adopted in February
2002, the package aims to foster competition
in the EU telecommunication market,
including ensuring benefits for consumers.
The one directive of most controversy in the
package involved data protection in the elec-
tronic communications sector.

The issues surrounding data protection are
enormously complex. No one can argue against
the right to have one’s personally identifiable
data protected. However, on-line, many are will-
ing to provide it. So, what is the right balance
between the fact that data retention impacts pri-
vacy on the one hand and state security and
“cybercrime” and the ability to intercept com-
munications on the other hand?

The EU member states have different laws
on data protection themselves, and data protec-
tion involves an extensive array of issues (see
ht tp : / / europa .eu . in t /comm/inter na l
_market/en/dataprot/news/guide_en.pdf),
including responsibilities of companies and
rights of individuals whose data are being
processed. The best way to handle these situa-
tions is to hire local counsel or a data protection
expert in-country.

Cybercrime. In November 2001, the
Committee of Ministers of the Council of
Europe adopted the Convention on Cybercrime
and opened it up for signature. The convention,
the first international treaty on cybercrime, was
primarily drafted by law enforcement bodies,
with business and technical expertise joining the
discussion toward the end of the negotiations.
In addition to the EU member states, the United
States, Australia and South Africa participated.
The purpose of the convention was to facilitate
cooperation and coordination on on-line crim-
inal activities. The convention aims, in principle,
to 1) harmonize domestic criminal substantive
law in the area of cybercrime; 2) provide domes-
tic procedures to investigate and prosecute
offenses committed by means of a computer
system or evidence in relation to electronic
form; and 3) set up a fast and effective regime of
international cooperation. While well-inten-
tioned, the legislation itself, once implemented,
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can create enormous challenges such as ensur-
ing customer privacy while complying with law
enforcement requirements.

For instance, with criminal activities
occurring on-line and most notably the
tragedies of September 11, 2001, the discussion
increased surrounding rights of interception by
law enforcement at the expense of the protec-
tion of privacy and consumer rights, or of obli-
gations for ISPs. This included further interest
in parties to the European Cybercrime Conven-
tion to address its protocol that seeks to define
and outlaw hate speech on-line on computer
networks. This protocol is of particular concern
because it could make illegal content that
allegedly incites hate crime, if it is in a jurisdic-
tion that is a party to the convention.

Other Emerging Areas. Most recently, the
European Commission announced that it was
exploring how to handle issues of taxation and
ensuring the collection of taxes and value-added
taxes in the on-line environment. It remains
unclear how this will be done and how the
responsibilities and liabilities will be allocated.
Clearly, however, businesses operating in the EU
may be interested in following the debate and
contributing to the drafting. This would aid in
preventing them from ending up susceptible to
provisions they do not believe they can uphold
or enforce.

Conclusions Conclusions 
In some jurisdictions, there is a close

relationship between industry and legislators.
In others, for historical reasons, there is not.
Assuming legislators continue to focus on the
Internet and attempts to legislate it (particu-
larly in Europe), one must be conscious that,
when becoming established in the European
market, some of the investment will need to be
in complying with existing laws and partaking
in formulating any emerging frameworks.
Private sector and public sector must work
together in the new environment.

Focus on the “bottom line” and also on
the future: invest in knowing what to do,
where and how. Just as one invests in equip-
ment, tangible items and good employees,
invest in being part of any emerging legal or
regulatory frameworks that may impact your
business or customers. Take steps to ensure
interdepartmental communication. Now,
more than ever, the technical and legal people
need to have an established relationship, and
so do the business and legal people.

Europe is a challenging market to move
into, both in general due to differing labor
and other laws, and because of the enormous
amount of work the European Commission
and member states are undertaking on
developing legal and regulatory frameworks
for emerging business, especially those that
impact e-commerce. ΩΩ
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Web Resources for Learning More
Research and exploration of European resources require a different mind-set and approach

from that used to study market opportunities or new locations in the United States. That is
advice provided by Larry Moretti and Bart Sigbenga, senior manager and manager respectively
of a new Belgium-based Deloitte & Touche globalization solutions center, Fantus-International
Location Solutions. Here are two important things to remember.

Data sets are not consistent across the European operations landscape as they are in the
United States.

Research must examine and integrate three levels of information — international, national
and regional — on any given subject. Significant differences can exist in language, labor relations
considerations, transportation and service infrastructure, security and tax requirements, all
within a 50-mile geographical radius.

Government and Business
Association for International Business (AIB) —
www.aib-world.org/index.html (Updated site is
under construction) AIB helps business people
around the world share information, resources and
new ideas, and to form professional relationships
with others across the globe.

Business Europe — www.businesseurope.com/cmn/
index.jsp Focused news analysis, expert advice, on-
line forums, business directory and marketplace.

Europa — www.europa.eu.int Contains all aspects
of information regarding the European Union.

Euro Union — http://eurunion.org/infores/euguide/
euguide.htm Features a downloadable guide called
The European Union: A Guide for Americans.

Government Management Information Sciences
(GMIS) — www.gmis.org Membership required. A
forum for exchange of ideas, information and tech-
niques; fosters enhancement in hardware, software
and communication developments as they relate to
government activities.

US Department of Agriculture, Foreign Agricultural
Service (FAS) — www.fas.usda.gov FAS is primarily
responsible for the USDA’s overseas activities: mar-
ket development; international trade agreements
and negotiations; collection and analysis of statis-
tics; and market information.

WorldBiz.com — www.worldbiz.com Business prac-
tices, protocol, etiquette, cross-cultural communi-
cation, negotiating tactics, country-specific data.

Trade and Export
Dumfries and Galloway Action Export —
www.actionexport.co.uk/informationservice.html
International trade information: market intelligence,
grant assistance, transport, customs, documentation.

ExportIT — http://exportit.ita.doc.gov or http://
usatrade.gov/website/website.nsf Contains reports
with information and opportunities relevant to US
SMEs in the IT and telecommunications industries;
lists resources to assist firms with market entry.

International Business Resource Connection (IBRC)
— www.ibrc.bschool.ukans.edu/country_resources/
dw_country_resources.htm Information on resources
for small and medium-sized businesses.

The Federation of International Trade Associations
— www.fita.org/index.html International trade/
import-export portal, a source for B2B leads, news,
events, links to international trade-related Web sites.

TradeNet’s Export Advisor — www.tradenet.gov
Portal for small, medium-sized US exporters: gov-
ernment, industry information, services, contacts.

US Trade Information Center (TIC) — www.trade
.gov/td/tic/ Contains the National Export Directory
with trade contacts at federal, state and local levels
and a list of trade offices by state.

Legal and Tax
Ernst & Young Passport — www.ey.com/global/gcr
.nsf/EYPassport/EYPassport_Home  A Web version
of Ernst & Young’s tax library offering tax and busi-
ness knowledge on more than 130 countries.

Global Internet Liberty Campaign — www.gilc.org/
privacy/survey An international survey of privacy
laws and practice.

International Marketing Supervision Network
(IMSN) — www.imsnricc.org Organization of trade
practices law enforcement authorities of over 24
countries; most are members of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).

Privacy International — www.privacyinternational
.org/agreements.html List of international privacy
documents.

Privacy Laws & Business — www.privacylaws.co.uk/
index.htm Provides independent, comprehensive
and international data protection laws information
and consulting service.

TradeNet’s Export Advisor — www.tradenet.gov/bin/
display.pl?id=129 Links to general information on
laws and regulations.

Currency, Date, Time and Protocols
Crosswater Systems EuroPortal — www.crosswater-
systems.com/em0000.htm European Central Bank’s
Euro conversion rates.

time and date.com — www.timeanddate.com Time
zones and calendars which are customizable to
most locales.

Web Globalization Guide Framework —
www.globalwebarch.com/freesite Provides in-depth
detail for Web globalization design mechanics and
protocols.

Culture and History
Executive Planet — www.executiveplanet.com/
community/default.asp Aspects of business proto-
col: gift giving, negotiating tactics, appointments,
entertaining, cross-cultural communications.

Web of Culture — www.webofculture.com Portal to
Web site globalization; directory of resources.

Western European Studies —  www.lib.berkeley.edu/
Collections/Romance/westeur.html Historical infor-
mation and country resource links.

E-mail Discussion Groups
Association of International Business E-mail
Lists — www.aib-world.org/subscribe.php A vari-
ety of free, moderated e-mail discussion groups in
subject areas of international business.
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LANGUAGE TECHNOLOGY

This supplement introduces you to the
magazine MultiLingual Computing &
Technology. Published nine times a year,
filled with news, technical developments
and language information, it is widely 
recognized as a useful and informative pub-
lication for people who are interested in the
role of language, technology and transla-
tion in our twenty-first-century world.

Language TLanguage Technologyechnology

From multiple keyboard layouts and
input methods to Unicode-enabled opera-
ting systems, language-specific encodings,
systems that recognize your handwriting or
your speech in any language — language
technology is changing day by day. And this
technology is also changing the way in which
people communicate on a personal level;
changing the requirements for international
software; and changing how business is done
all over the world.

MultiLingual Computing & Technology
is your source for the best information and
insight into these developments and how
they will affect you and your business.

Global WGlobal Webeb

Every Web site is a global Web site, and
even a site designed for one country may
require several languages to be effective.
Experienced Web professionals explain
how to create a site that works for users
everywhere, how to attract those users to
your site and how to keep it current.
Whether you use the Internet and World

Wide Web for e-mail, for purchasing 
services, for promoting your business
or for conducting fully international e-
commerce, you’ll benefit from the informa-
tion and ideas in each issue of MultiLingual
Computing & Technology.

TTranslation ranslation 

How are translation tools changing
the art and science of communicating ideas
and information between speakers of dif-
ferent languages? Translators are vital to
the development of international and
localized software. Those who specialize in
technical documents, such as manuals for
computer hardware and software, industri-
al equipment and medical products, use
sophisticated tools along with professional
expertise to translate complex text clearly
and precisely. Translators and people who
use translation services track new develop-
ments through articles and news items in
MultiLingual Computing & Technology.

Managing Content Managing Content 

How do you track all the words and the
changes that occur in a multilingual Web
site? How do you know who’s doing what
and where? How do you respond to cus-
tomers and vendors in a prompt manner
and in their own languages? The growing
and changing field of content management
and global management systems (CMS and
GMS), customer relations management
(CRM) and other management disciplines
is increasingly important as systems become

more complex. Leaders in the development
of these systems explain how they work and
how they work together.

InterInternationalizationnationalization

Making software ready for the interna-
tional market requires more than just a good
idea. How does an international developer
prepare a product for multiple locales? Will
the pictures and colors you select for a user
interface in France be suitable for users in
Brazil? Elements such as date and currency
formats sound like simple components, but
developers who ignore the many interna-
tional variants find that their products may
be unusable. You’ll find sound ideas and
practical help in every issue.

LocalizationLocalization

How can you make your product look
and feel as if it were built in another coun-
try for users of that language and culture?
How do you choose a localization service
vendor? Developers and localizers offer
their ideas and relate their experiences with
practical advice that will save you time and
money in your localization projects.

And TherAnd There’e’s Much Mors Much More e 

Authors with in-depth knowledge
summarize changes in the language indus-
try and explain its financial side, describe
the challenges of computing in various lan-
guages, explain and update encoding
schemes and evaluate software and sys-
tems. Other articles focus on particular
countries or regions; translation and local-
ization training programs; the uses of lan-
guage technology in specific industries — a
wide array of current topics from the world
of multilingual computing.

Nine times a year, readers of Multi-
Lingual Computing & Technology explore
language technology and its applications,
project management, basic elements and
advanced ideas with the people and com-
panies who are building the future.

Subscription OfSubscription Of ferfer

TTo subscribe, use our securo subscribe, use our secure on-line fore on-line form atm at

wwwwww.multilingual.com/subscribe.multilingual.com/subscribe
Be surBe sure to enter this on-line re to enter this on-line registration code: egistration code: sup49



Intelligent, Flexible, Affordable:
TRADOS 5.5 Service Provider Suite

Only the TRADOS 5.5 Service Provider Suite
provides your business with: 
• The world’s leading Translation Memory system.
• Full support for Word XP/2000 and Windows

XP/2000.
• Quality assurance features that make translating

tagged files easier than ever.
• Comprehensive applications that let you translate

in virtually any file format.

© 2002 TRADOS. All rights reserved. 
*Contact your TRADOS office for details. Certain other restrictions apply.

The TRADOS 5.5 Service Provider Suite not only
delivers new features that make your business
more productive and profitable, but its modular
design also offers the flexibility to select only the
applications you need – providing an affordable
way to add technology as your needs change.

Find out more today at www.trados.com or 
call +1 703-683-6900 ext. 2640!

Update Management:

• XTranslate: Technology
for context-sensitive
updating

Front Ends and
Filters Pack:

• T-Window Collection:
Supports Excel,
clipboard and software
resources in source and
binary  formats 

• S-Tagger: Supports
FrameMaker and
Interleaf/Quicksilver files

Translation Mining Pack:

• WinAlign: Leverages
previous translations

• ExtraTerm: Automatic
term extraction

Translation Memory Pack:

• Translator’s Workbench:
Translation Memory system

• MultiTerm 5.5: Terminology
management system

• TagEditor: Supports tagged
formats including HTML,
XML, SGML and DTP

• Quality Assurance: Ensures
integrity of tagged files

• WorkSpace: Project
management and
production

Special Pricing
Available!*

CONTACT YOUR
TRADOS OFFICE

TODAY!


